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Write the number of your group on your exam sheet. This exam is composed of 3 independent exercises.
Each function/procedure must be written in Python, you should give the utilization constraints for each function/-
procedure, but the complete documentation and the doctests are not asked.

Exercice 1 Mystery
Here is a function written in Python :

def mystery(n):
i=0
while not (n >= 2**i and n < 2**(i+1)):

i=i+1
return i

Question 1 Describe the different values taken by n, i and the condition of the “while” during execution of the
call to mystery(19). What is the value returned by this call ? Remainder : 2**0 is 1

Question 2 What will do mystery(n) when n is a negative or null integer ?

Question 3 The code of this function is not computationally efficient. Two powers of two are calculated at each
iteration (each loop turn). Modify the code so that only one multiplication by 2 is performed at each iteration,
using two variables named begin and end to represent the boundaries of the interval.

Question 4 The code of this new function makes too much comparisons. At each iteration, two comparisons are
made. Change the code from the previous question so that only one comparison is made, and that the operator
not is not used.

Exercice 2 Secrete combinations
The objective is to determine by brute force 1 all valid combinations of a 3-digit lock. Such a lock is composed
of a dial with three 10-digit rotating discs (0 to 9). Valid combinations meet the following 2 conditions :

— the sum of the digits of the combination is equal to 12
— the numbers of the hundred and ten are divisible by 3

Question 1 Define a function (predicate) is_multiple3 with any integer parameter that returns True if this
integer is divisible by 3 and False otherwise.

>>> is_multiple3(21)
True

>>> is_multiple3(5)
False

Question 2 Define a function (predicate) sum_is_equal_12 with a tuple of 3 integers as parameter and that
returns True if the sum of these 3 integers is equal to 12 and False otherwise.

>>> sum_is_equal_12((1, 2, 3))
False

>>> sum_is_equal_12((0, 6, 6))
True

1. Technics which consists in listing all possibilities and performing systematic tests
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Question 3 Define a function generates_combinations with no parameter and that returns the tuple of all
possible combinations, that are all the tuples composed of any 3 digits. The result of the example bellow has been
truncated to save space (’...’ replaces tuples).

>>> generates_combinations()
((0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 2), '...', (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 2), '...')

Question 4 Define a procedure displays_combinations with a tuple of combinations as parameter and that
displays only the combinations that respect the 2 conditions given at the beginning of the exercise. This procedure
must use the functions defined in the previous questions.

>>> displays_combinations(generates_combinations())
(0, 6, 6)
(3, 3, 6)
(3, 6, 3) ...

Exercice 3 Guess the word
We will made the computer guess a word written in lower case. A naive algorithm generates sequences of
random letters until it finds one that matches the word. But, the number of tests can be very important (see
example below). For a word of 6 letters, there are 266 possibilities ie. 308, 915, 776. So we will try to guide
the computer and build step by step an algorithm less naive.

>>> guessWordNaive('toto')
I've found the word toto in 163912 guesses

Question 1 Define a function randomLowerCase() that returns a lower case letter randomly chosen. This function
should be used in the functions of the questions 2 and 4.

>>> randomLowerCase()
'k'

>>> randomLowerCase()
'b'

Question 2 Define a function randomWord(n) that returns a random lower case string of length n.

>>> randomWord(6)
'mzverr'

>>> randomWord(6)
'tjserk'

Question 3 To help the computer, we define a score that indicates the quality of the random string generated by
the computer. For each character in the right place, we increment the quality of 1. Define the function score with
two strings of the same length as parameters that returns an integer representing the number of identical letters
placed at the same position in the 2 strings.

>>> score('random', 'wisdom')
3

>>> score('radnom', 'random')
4

Question 4 Define a function changeLetterPos(string, pos) with a string and an integer as parameters that
returns the string with a random lower case letter at the position pos.

>>> changeLetterPos('wisdom', 0)
'gisdom'

>>> changeLetterPos('bfhgpok', 3)
'bfhbpok'

The computer will be able to use the score and the ability to change a letter at a given position to guess
the word more smartly. Different algorithms can be constructed to guess more quickly the word (by exploring
fewer random strings).
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